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Introduction.
In the Euclidean plane the set of points equidistant from two distinct points is a line, and the set of points equidistant from a line and a point not on it is a parabola. It is less well known that ellipses and single branches of hyperbolae admit analogous definitions.
The set of points equidistant from two nested circles is an ellipse with foci at their centres.
The set of points equidistant from two dis joint disks of different sizes is that branch of an hyperbola with foci at their centres which opens around the smaller disk. These classical examples prompt us to inquire further about the properties of sets which can be realised as equidistant sets.
The most general context in which this study is meaningful is that of a metric space (X, d). If A is a nonvoid subset of A', and x is a point of X, then the distance from x to A is defined to be dix, A) = inf\dix, a): a £ A \.
If A and B are both nonvoid subsets of X then the equidistant set determined by A and ß is defined to be U = r5| = {x: dix, A) = dix, B)\.
This notation admits convenient generalization to ÍA < B\ = \x: dix, A) < dix, B)\ and ÍA < B\ = \x: dix, A) < dix, B)\. the equidistant set {A = B\ = \i, -i\ which is not connected.
As the proofs will indicate, part of the problem is that the circle is not simply connected.
But more is at stake because the counterexample still stands if the circle is replaced by its simply connected subset \e : 0 < 6 < 377/2!.
The proofs of Theorems 3 and 4 are developed in the following sections. Proof. If R. and R2 fail to meet the equidistant set they meet at an angle 6 <n. If R is a ray in the angle 6, then because HÍR) C HÍR ) U HÍR2), it fails to meet B, and consequently R fails to meet the equidistant set. Thus on any great circle the rays which fail to meet the equidistant set lie on an arc, and those which do meet it on the complementary arc. If R~ is a fixed ray which meets the equidistant set, every other ray which does so may be joined to RQ by a great circular arc of rays of the same type. 
